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Teach Letter Formations with Movement and Consistent Language 
 

 Use the whole arm with two fingers extended to develop the muscle memory for each letter 

and encourage the children to verbalize the movements. Do “Sky Writing” and The “O” Dance. Use 

crepe paper streamers for arm writing movements that float and dance. 

 Be consistent with your ABC letter formation language and send the information home to 

parents.  Use the “Name Ticket Strategy”. Involve children in ongoing assessment.  

 Coordinate with first grade teachers: Develop a school-wide plan for handwriting! 

 Be systematic.  Be intentional.  Have high expectations!  Teach for fluency! 
 

a curve up and around, up and down b down, up and around 

c curve up and around d curve up and around, way up and down 

e out and around f over, down, (lift), across 

g around, up, way down, and monkey tail h down, up, over and down 

i down, dot j way down, monkey tail, and dot 

k down, (lift), in and out l Down 

m down up over, down up over, down n down, up, over and down 

o curve up and around and close p way down, (lift), and around 

q around, up, way down and smile r down, up and over 

s curve around and back around t down, (lift), and across 

u down, over, up and down v down diagonal, up diagonal 

w slant down, up down, up x slant down, (lift), slant down 

y short diagonal, (lift), long diagonal z across, slant down, across 
 

*A slant down, (lift) and down, (lift), across B down, (lift), around, around 

C around D down, (lift), around 

E down, (lift), over, over and over F down, (lift), over, (lift) and over 

G around, up and in H down, (lift), down, across 

I down, (lift), across and across J down, monkey tail, (lift), and across 

K down, (lift), in and out L down, over 

*M down, (lift) down diagonal, up diagonal, down N down, (lift), slant down,  straight up 

O curve up and around and close P down, (lift), and around 

Q around in a circle, (lift), little slant R down, (lift), around and slant 

S curve around, and back around T down, (lift), across 

U down, curve, and up V down diagonal, up diagonal 

W slant down, up, down, up X slant down, (lift), slant down 

Y down diagonal, up diagonal (lift), straight tail Z across, slant down and across 
 

*Some teachers teach A and M starting at the bottom as alternative options to traditional letter writing guidelines 

and our letter rule song:  

I Always Start My Letters at the Top (Sung to the tune of If You’re Happy and You Know It) 
I always start my letters at the top. (The Top!)  I always start my letters at the top.  

 (The Top!)   
When I write another letter, I get better, better, better, 

If I always start my letters at the top. (The Top!) 

 
 

 SSS&R Song recorded on Sing, Sign, Spell & Read! CD 


